Voluntary Public Disclosure 2012

Disclosing financial interests for the 2011 calendar year

Having complied with the United Nations Financial Disclosure Programme (ST/SGB/2006/6), I hereby make a voluntary public disclosure in the following manner:

☐ In accordance with General Assembly Resolution A/RES/60/238, I have chosen to maintain the confidentiality of the information disclosed in my financial disclosure statement.

☒ I disclose voluntarily:

Assets:

− Morgan Stanley Opportunity PTF H Fund, USA
− Allianceber Growth A Fund, USA
− Delaware SMID Capital Growth Fund, USA
− UN Federal Credit Union Savings/Checking/Share Certificate Accounts, USA
− Apartment, Japan, joint with mother-in-law
− Apartment, Japan, joint with spouse
− Delaware Large Capital Fund, USA
− Northstar Global Interest Accumulator, Bermuda
− Savings account, Mitsubishi Tokyo UFJ Banking Co., Japan

Profits from the sale of Personal Property:
− nil

Stock Options:
− nil

Income from non-United Nations sources:
− Rent of apartment (Relocation Japan, Ltd)
− Rent of apartment (Faurecia-Japan KK), joint with spouse

Liabilities:
− nil

Outside Activities:
− nil
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